Introduction
Let f : D ! IR beatwice continuously di erentiable function, and let D x 2 IIR n .
We address the problem of nding all points x in the interval vector x such that fx = min x2 x fx:
We are interested in both the global minimizers x and the minimum value f = fx .
We use the branch-and-bound approach described in 5 and 11 with several modi cations. Our method starts from an initial box x 2 I I R n , subdivides x , stores the subboxes in a list L, and discards subintervals which are guaranteed not to contain a global minimizer, until the desired accuracy width of the interval vectors in the list is achieved. The tests we use to discard or to prune pending subboxes are cut-o test, monotonicity test, concavity test, and interval Newton Gauss-Seidel step. For details on these tests and on the method itself, see 5 .
D. RATZ
The global minimum value of f on x is denoted by f , and the set of global minimizer points of f on x b y X . That is, f = min x2 x fx and X = fx j fx = f g : W e denote real numbers by x ; y ; : : : and real bounded and closed interval vectors by x = x ; x ; y = y ; y ; : : : , where min x = x , max x = x , min y = y , max y = y , etc.
The set of compact intervals is denoted by I I R:= f a; a j a a; a; a 2 IRg and the set of n-dimensional interval vectors also called boxes by II R n . Throughout the whole paper, we assume that there exists a stationary point x 2 x for which fx = f , since we do not do anything special to handle boundary points in these studies.
Main Global Optimization Algorithm
In the following, we give a simpli ed algorithmic description and an overview of our global optimization method. We use the notations from 5 . Step 2 starts with a multisection of y . Then we apply a range check, the monotonicity test, the concavity test, and the interval Newton step to the multisected boxes U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , and U 4 . The interval Newton step results in p boxes, to which w e apply a range check. If the current b o x V j is still a candidate for a minimizer, we store it in L in Step 2Bv. Note that the boxes are stored as pairs y ; F y in list L sorted in nondecreasing order with respect to the lower bounds F y = F y and in decreasing order with respect to the ages of the boxes in L cf. 11 .
In
Step 2C, we remove the rst element from the list L, i.e. the element o f L with the smallest F y value, and we perform the cut-o test. Then, if the desired accuracy is achieved for y , we store y in the result list L res . Otherwise, we g o t o the branching step. When the iteration stops because the pending list L is empty, we compute a nal enclosure f for the global minimum value and return L res and f . The method can be improved by incorporating an approximate local search procedure to try to decrease the value e f. See 7 for the description of such local search procedures. For our studies in this paper, we do not apply any local method. We also do not apply any boundary treating, so we assume that all x lie in the interior of x . 58 D. RATZ 
Use of Branching Rules
As demonstrated in 3 and 12 , the determination of optimal" components for subdividing the current b o x y in Step 2A of Algorithm 1 plays an important role. Moreover, the corresponding rules for selecting the subdivision direction can also be helpful in connection with the interval Newton Gauss-Seidel step, as we shall see later.
In Algorithm 1, a multisection is used, so each of these branching rules selects directions k 1 The proofs of convergence of the underlying branch-and-bound subdivision algorithm with Rules A, B, and C can be found in 12 , the proof for Rule E recently proposed in 13 can be found in 2 . The points of intersection with the x-axis, i.e. and , form the new interval ; . Figure 1 demonstrates this interval Newton step resulting in N 0 y = ; y = y ; : If the intersection is empty, w e know that there is no root of f 0 in y .
Box-Splitting and Gap-Treating
Using extended interval arithmetic see 5 or 7 for details, we are able to treat the case 0 2 F 00 y that occurs, for example, if there are several zeros of f 00 in the interval y . In this case, N 0 y is given by one or two i n tervals resulting from the interval division.
In Figure 2 , we illustrate one extended interval Newton step geometrically. Again we draw lines through the point c; f 0 c. The rst line with the smallest negative lower bound slope of f 0 in y i n tersects the x-axis in point . The line with the largest positive upper bound slope intersects the x-axis in point . Therefore, we get N 0 y = ,1;
; 1 y = y ;
; y ; and we punched" out a gap in the original interval y which i s n o w split.
In the multi-dimensional case, we m ust apply extended interval arithmetic if incorporating the Hansen Greenberg realization and di erent splitting techniques. Note that N 0 SGS y is the union of several boxes in the general case. This SINGSS aims at splitting the box y in those components rst, which w ould be chosen for multisection by the speci ed branching rule.
We n o w give an algorithmic description of the SINGSS. The following theorem summarizes the properties of our sorted interval Newton Gauss-Seidel step with special splitting. 3. According to the de nition of extended interval operations c.f. 5 or 7 for details, we know that @ y i , i y 6 = ;. That is, whenever extended interval division is applied N 0 SGS x @ x 6 = ;. Since N 0 SGS x x , we know that no extended interval operation occurred in the SINGSS, and therefore Proposition 3 of Theorem 3.1 completes the proof.
Numerical Experiences
For our tests, we used the group of test functions given in 12 . W e carried out the numerical tests on an HP 9000 730 equipped with PASCAL XSC 8 using the basic toolbox modules for automatic di erentiation and extended interval arithmetic 5 . Our test suite compared the methods with branching rules A, B, C, and E combined with the usual splitting technique p 2 and with the special splitting technique p n + 1, 0-width-gaps".
In the following, we list the complete results for 10 test problems. Important columns of the corresponding tables are the runtime in STUs, the storage space or maximum list length LL and the Ee 1 and Ee 2 values. The latter combine the three values for the number of function FE, gradient GE, and Hessian HE evaluation to single values approximating the total evaluation e ort in terms of objective function evaluations by Ee 1 = F E + n GE + n n + 1 2 HE and Ee 2 = FE + minf4; n g GE + n HE with respect to forward Ee 1 and backward Ee 2 mode of automatic di erentiation, see 4 for details. As an example, we take the last problem Ratz4 to demonstrate the behavior of the splitting an the in uence of the rules. This problem considers the function fx = sinx Finally, w e give a n o v erview on the results for the complete test set by listing the necessary resources execution time, evaluation e orts, and maximum list length for the di erent v ariants of our method 
Conclusion
Studying the numerical results for the four branching rules combined with di erent splitting techniques, we recognize that there are test problems for which Rule B, Rule C, and Rule E are much more e cient than Rule A. On the other hand, there are also some problems where the new rules are worse. On average, the branching rules alone lead to an improvement of about 10. The special splitting technique improves the performance of the global optimization method signi cantly, b y drastically decreasing the evaluation e ort. The price to pay for this improvement is an increasing storage space. Further improvement i s due to the branching rules B, C, and E, used as sorting rules in the interval Newton Gauss-Seidel step. This holds for the best cases, the average, and for the worst cases.
